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Traditional Marriage vs. Marriage through Relationships 

Relationship experienced in a marriage is one of the necessary forms of relationships 

realized in the course of human life. Once individuals settle in marriage, the man assumes the 

title of a husband, and the lady owns the title of a wife. The new roles come along with 

commitment, sacrifices, and increased compromise meant to sustain the new marriage 

institution. With the increasing case of divorce in America and other parts of the world, it is 

common for individuals to increase their doubt over the institution. The sociological aspect 

has varied forms of marriage, and some tend to last while others fail to exist to eternity. 

Myriad factors are assumed to be the central determinant in projecting the level of 

compatibility. Individual characters tend to be essential components of the evaluation when 

one is selecting the partner to fall in love with and also proceed to get married. However, 

despite having the majority of individuals equipped with what is required before one gets 

married, others fail to possess any clue about the setting. Therefore, it is commendable for 

one to execute individual research and asses some factors based on career, religion, culture, 

and career choices. As an approach to sensitize an informed approach, it is essential to 

evaluate the institution based on traditional and relationship-based marriage. 

In ancient times, traditional marriage was standard, but in modern society, the same 

fail to apply. Its core factor was meant to sensitize social functions between males and 

females as conferred by traditional beliefs. Male is directed to be the breadwinners in society, 

and women are centered as home caregivers. Primarily, they are accountable for managing 

homes, naturing children, feeding their husbands, and executing other miscellaneous 

activities. Dually, husbands were entrusted with the role of ruling the society, overseeing the 

operations of the family, and defending the family at marriage and society level. According to 

Wallerstein, the traditional wedding is primarily meant to raise the children since it is the 

only thing that appears to connect the two partners ("Forms Of Marriage | Cultural 
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Anthropology" par.4). The most dreadful moment is poised when the children finally reach a 

point of leaving home since the two parents are left with nothing in common. Thus for 

anyone willing to settle for traditional marriage, it will be of profound importance to 

understanding such confines. The setting is left in jeopardy once any of the partners decides 

to exercise some change of roles. Although divorce rates are few in such marriages weighing 

other viable options is meant to benefit individuals intending to settle in marriage. 

Conversely, marriage based on relationship tends to be the most fulfilling once 

partners enhance their commitment to nurturing their ambitions. Romance is part and parcel 

of the institution since the spark, and the chemistry is ideal and functional in most cases. 

Partners who venture into such a relationship understand the essence of building each other 

emotionally, spiritually, and physically (Reinbold par.3). Benefits emanate from a mutual 

basis, and no one is expected to be inclined to each other. A marriage built on relationship 

majorly contribute to the highest percentage of the links which are said to be successful in the 

world. A lasting friendship is supposed to suffice nine characteristics, as per the argument 

developed by Wallerstein. It is a requirement for one to leave their childhood memories and 

accommodate marriage as the only investment in life ("Forms of Marriage | Cultural 

Anthropology" par.6). Sociological perspective over marriages emphasizes the 

implementation of matured consent in handling issues when one is finally married. Therefore 

independence is made to be part of the setting when making a decision. All positive traits are 

built and prepared through a relationship, which is mainly directed in settling for the best 

fitting qualities. It is an ordinary existence among modern society since connections had been 

accommodated positively. However, in some cultures, the art si exaggerated since some 

individuals begin to relate when they are in their teenagers and finally divorce or end up 

being life partners (Pateman 2). Togetherness and intimacy are the central thematic concerns 

of the endeavor, which is directed in reducing the rate of divorce currently existing in the 
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world.  Technology has been utilized in combination with a social setting offering marriage 

counseling sessions. Thus a marriage centered on relationship overcomes life crises, which 

usually looms around middle adulthood or after retirement. 

Theoretical perspectives on marriage and family do not fail to reflect in both forms of 

marriage, and one can utilize the insights in settling for the best option. Traditional marriage 

appears to be inclined and conditioned to conform to functionalism theory. The functionalist 

uphold the notion that unions are vital entities in society, and they play a massive role in 

shaping culture (Wallerstein par.4). For instance, if the majority of families are subjected to 

domestic violence, child abuse, and social violence, society will emulate similar traits at the 

macro level. The assumption of particular roles and status in the family is a concept that is 

spread across by the theorist. According to a sociologist George Murdock who happened to 

execute a survey that was aimed at establishing the impact of traditional marriage on 

tradition, reproductive, and educational background (Pateman 3). After the outcomes, it was 

found out that partners recorded the most significant improvement in reproductive and sexual 

life only. Economic and educational development appeared to be a non-issue since the 

majority of the marriages remained at constant levels once the partners settled in together. 

Both partners were not in a better position as compared to their initial status before joining 

the marriage. The credit score of the marriage category appeared to degrade its value, and it 

reflected on the society since it was rarely accommodated (Reinbold par.6). Some positive 

input, according to functionalist scholars, is that traditional institution teaches children how to 

think and behave. Individuals emanating from such settings upheld improved moral 

awareness, and they were more conditioned to doing what is right as per the cultural 

requirements in the community (Wallerstein par.3). The ordeal of equipping and raising 

disciplined children is not a walk in the walk as it may appear, and thus, traditional marriage 

ought to be accredited for such improvement. 
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Modern relationship-based marriage appears to be more inclined to the symbolic 

interactionism theory. Interactionist is conditioned to view the world as a form of symbols 

and meanings assigned to them. Parents, external, and internal stakeholders are sensitized to 

see marriage institution as a symbol. The gospel is currently spread in almost all 

organizations in the world. Communication means tend to be through social media sites, 

person and person, and in the open-air awareness campaign. Increased capacity of treasure is 

entrusted to the institution since it provides security and prevents an individual from facing 

the turmoils in life storms alone (Reinbold par.3). Both partners are made to believe in a holy 

covenant that is bound by the spiritual world. Thus making them think that they were meant 

to be there for each other. Love and compassion are not designated only when there are 

plenty and happiness in the family. However, during struggles and increased pressure, love 

occupies the central position. The symbol ought to be accorded the respect it deserves since 

bounding the covenant subjects the individuals to repercussions that may arise if they fail to 

observe regulating factors (Reinbold par.5). Interactionist emphasizes that marriage is not an 

objectified social reality as it may happen to other social phenomena. Instead, it is cited as a 

social norm that is subject to myriad changes and flow of ebb and orders that are both 

precedented and unprecedented. Further, the theory configures marriage as an institution of 

biological and emotional connection. Generally, modernity and relationship-based marriage 

conform to the argument of the method. Therefore any individual can be tempted to settle for 

a relationship based marriage. 

Summarily, planning in life is an essential approach that determines the level of 

success of an individual. Marriage can function to build or destroy your personality, career, 

family, or even profession. The consequences may happen when one is embodied with the 

challenge of settling for the best partner. It is vital to understand that individuals in the world 

are not perfect, but exercising some percentage of perfection accounts for the build-up 
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towards marriage. Therefore it is essential to settle for a relationship before marriage since 

the setting; functioning, characteristics accord the dignity required in the modern world. 

Marriage cannot be suitable if an individual fails to invest in it; one way of showing effort, 

desire, and need to succeed in marriage is relating and dating. Thus in the comparison 

between the two forms of marriage, relationship-oriented marriage carries the day, and 

therefore individuals in the modern world ought to embrace it. Embracing the daunting roles 

of parents and shaping up children to be better individuals in society can be realized if 

affection, compassion, and respect occupy the central position in marriage. All those qualities 

are possible and feasible through a modern marriage drafted through a relationship. 
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